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Author’s response to reviews:

REQUESTED REVISIONS :

Although they have mentioned that colonoscopy results were added, I could not find them in the manuscript.

Respond : Colonoscopy results were added here : (TEXT- Case presentation- paragraph 4-line11) “Although the follow-up colonoscopy found no obvious abnormality”

REQUESTED REVISIONS :

Also, a few improvements of language could be suggested.

* P5 L44 Leakage of contrast WAS found

* P6 L35 omit word "tough"

* P7 L11 Single or 2 stage (not Stage I or II)

* P7 L14 Replace "conditions of the overall body" with "general health"

Respond : The above language errors have been corrected:

“The leakage of contrast from bladder to rectum WAS found ” (TEXT- Case presentation-paragraph 2-line10)
“Because of the patient's tough attitude” （TEXT- Case presentation- paragraph 4-line4）

“Single or 2 stage” （TEXT- Discussion and Conclusions- paragraph 2-line3）

“general health” （TEXT- Discussion and Conclusions- paragraph 2-line4）